Building Efficiency
at the Balcony
Balconies enhance our views and extend
buildings with a panoramic outdoor space.
And while balconies provide aesthetic
advantages, they often require extensive
repairs and upkeep.

The most common problem with balconies is
thermal bridging which causes cold floors,
energy loss, and condensation damage with
potential mold growth.

What is a thermal bridge?
Thermal bridges are localized areas with higher thermal
conductivity than their neighboring areas. Heat flow takes
the easiest path.
The thermal bridging issue has a long history of damages
relating to leaky balconies and building envelope failures.

How we identify
thermal bridges?

Figure 1

Using thermal imaging cameras,
thermal bridges will appear as areas
of higher temperature when viewed
from the exterior of a building. This is
shown in Figure 1 where higher
temperatures (i.e. thermal bridges)
around the door, window and balcony
slab can be seen due to higher heat
transfer through the building.
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Balconies as a feature versus issue
The solution to balcony construction issues is quite simple with innovative
construction methods for balconies, which add a creative facet to durable design.
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Compared to non-insulated
connections, structural
thermal break elements
reduces energy loss in the
balcony up to
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Surface Temperatures

Placement of concrete structural thermal breaks at the balcony
window.

with Isokorb®
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Structural thermal breaks can
increase surface temperatures
by up to
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Operating Costs

The risk of mold growth
is reduced with structural
thermal breaks.

Heat Flow
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Structural thermal breaks reduce
operating costs for heating with
savings in energy costs of up to
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Compared to a conventional
continuous balcony, structural
thermal breaks cut heat flow
through and around the slab by
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Sustainable-luxury for the future
Providing energy efficient construction with
Isokorb® structural thermal breaks
demonstrates dedication to quality and
comfort in your properties. It is time to
future-proof your buildings for upcoming
code changes by preparing to stay one step
ahead with Schöck Isokorb®.

Performance and Value Add from Schöck Isokorb®
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